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The goal of this research was to investigate 

the interaction between conflict processing 

and mental rotation

✓ Previous studies using the Stroop tasks have

focused on stimulus and response conflicts

✓ It remains unknown whether conflicts can arise

without stimulus conflict

✓ We design a novel arrow-gaze Stroop task

including three experiments to answer this

question

Participants performed a novel arrow-gaze Stroop task.

• For Exp. 1, responding to whether the direction of the

gaze shift to the left or right

• For Exp. 2 and 3, imaging whether the gaze direction

shifted to the left or right as if the face were upright

✓ Experiment 1 (N=36)
Upright vs. inverted face

✓ Experiment 2 (N=36)
Upright vs. 90 degree (clockwise or counter-

clockwise)

✓ Experiment 3 (N=36)
45 vs. 135 degree (clockwise or counter-clockwise)

Data Analysis
• Mean Response Time (RT)

• Delta Plots

Model Fitting
• The diffusion model for conflict tasks (DMC)

• The dual-stage two-phase model (DSTP)

• The shrinking spotlight model (SSP)

Model Fitting

These findings provide novel evidence that conflict

can arise without any stimulus conflict during mental

rotation, in which the focus of internal attention is

constantly shrinking until response.
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✓ SSP model fitting

• Conflict occurs even when the face is rotated 90 degree

clockwise or counter-clockwise

• When the face is rotated 135 degree, RT of congruent

condition is slower than that of incongruent condition

• The extent of conflicts decreased as the degree of mental

rotation got larger

✓ The squared percentage error (SPE)

• The SPE reflects goodness of

fit, the model with the lowest

SPE value is preferred

• SSP model provides the best

account of gaze Stroop task

compared to DMC and DSTP

• We visualized the observed

and predicted data of SSP

model using CAF plots and

CDF plots as following

Mean RT
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